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Located in Idaho, this seldom-visited rock tower 

is sometimes referred to as the "lightening rod of Northern Idaho." 

The classic route is shown here on the west face which 

is about 300 feet in height. The more difficult 

north face drops 750 feet. The west face route is the only one that 

has been climbed more than once. 

The name and story of this rock is on page 16. 
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Lower animals lack the ability to regulate their body 

temperature. As a result their life span, need for food, and 
ability to defend themselves depend on environmental 
temperature. The stable body temperatures of birds and 
mammals allow them freedom from environmental temper-
ature and the ability to evolve their life processes to a 
higher level of refinement. 

This article is an introductory discussion of the human 
thermo-regulatory system. Those who wish to pursue 
either the practical or theoretical aspects of this topic 
would do well to read next L. H. Newburg's Physiology of 
Heat Regulation and the Science of Clothing.i.  

Heat Balance 

Heat is produced mainly in the brain, liver and working 
muscles. It is lost by warming and moistening air—the air 
we breathe and the air in contact with our skins. As blood 
circulates through the body it absorbs heat in the brain, 
liver, and muscles, losing it in the skin and lungs; in 
this respect, the blood acts like the cooling fluid in a car. 
Because heat is produced in some regions and lost in 
others, the temperature of the body is not uniform through-
out, though circulation of the blood tends to make it so. 

Temperature Regulation 
One of the major components of our temperature regulat-

ing system is the 'hypothalamus,' a region of the brain. 
It's our thermostat; it senses the temperature of the blood, 
and is connected by nerves to sweat glands, blood ves-
sels, muscles and the structures that secrete hormones. 
The hypothalamus is sensitive to changes in the blood 
temperature as small as 0.02 F.2  For simplicity, the 
relation of thermal sensations to temperature regulation 
will not be discussed. 

Heat Production 
Mental activity doesn't affect the heat production of the 

brain. The heat production of the liver, though affected by 
digestion, is also rather constant. Thus, the rate of the 
body's heat formation varies mainly with muscular activ-
ity. 

Muscles are composed of thousands of long slender cells 
lying side by side, like a bunch of drinking straws. Each 
cell tapers at its ends to attach to a bone or tendon, and 
each is touched by nerve cells. When a muscle is stimu-
lated by its nerve, each stimulated cell tries for an in-
stant to shorten, at the same time liberating heat. 
During voluntary movements, large numbers of cells are 

stimulated synchronously. By contrast, in shivering only 
small groups of cells are simultaneously stimulated, and 
often in opposing muscles. In this latter pattern, the 
muscles can be made to liberate heat without producing 
inconvenient gross movements of large forces. 
It is useful to remember that shivering is as tiring as the 

the voluntary effort needed to produce the same amount of 
heat. The same cells are employed, only the pattern of 
employment being different. Shivering is fatiguing. 

Sweating 

Each of the little ridges that cause fingerprints has a 
row of tiny pores, visible with a strong magnifying glass. 
In a warm room, as sweating begins, perspiration appears 
at each little pore. The glands are present in varying 
abundance all over the body. 

Evaporation of a teaspoon of sweat absorbs enough heat 
to cool a quart of blood over four degrees. While working 
under hot, humid conditions, as much as two quarts of 
sweat may be formed per hour; the sweat droplets coa-
lesce, soaking the clothes and, thus, maximizing the 
evaporating area. 

On hot days most of the liquid drunk is a replacement 
for the sweat lost. The most accurate way to get correct 
amounts of salt and water for replacement is to satisfy 
your thirst with salted water. The correct amount of salt 
is 41/2  gm. or 31/2  ml. table salt per quart—approximately 
one rounded half teaspoon. This solution exactly replaces 
the sweat lost. Unlike the stronger solutions, salt water 
of this strength is a pleasant drink, and not upsetting. 

The Circulatory System 

In both warm and cold environments, important changes 
occur in the pattern of blood flow, causing modifications 
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evigtioo cold By Curt Beebe 

of the blood's role in transporting heat from hot to cool 

regions. A little of the structure and function of the cir-

culatory system must be understood before these changes 

can be discussed. 

Blood is pumped by the heart through a system of flexi-

ble tubes, the blood vessels. The walls of many vessels 

contain muscle cells arranged to encircle the vessel 

lumens all along their length. Nerves run to these muscle 

cells from the brain and spinal cord. Contraction of the 

muscle cells decreases the size of the vessel lumens, 

slowing the flow and decreasing the volume of blood in 

the vessels so affected. 

The blood vessels carrying blood under high pressure 

from the heart to the tissues are called arteries. If a 

large artery is cut we quickly bleed to death, the high 

pressure causing the blood to spurt out; large arteries 

generally run next to bones and far from the skin, where 

they are least apt to be severed. The veins are the ves-

sels that return blood to the heart. There are many more 

veins than arteries, some lying beside the arteries_and 

others just under the skin. 

The veins are connected to the arteries by extremely 

small, thin walled, porous vessels called capillaries. The 

smallest capillaries have diameters of approximately 

0.0003 inches, the longest dimension of a red blood cell. 

Nutrients and waste products are exchanged through the 

capillary walls. 

Our skin contains far more capillaries, veins and small 

arteries than are necessary to nourish it. When these 

vessels are all widely open (full of blood) the skin is 

flushed; when the vessels are squeezed shut by the mus-

cle cells in the vessel walls, the skin is pallid. 

Circulatory Pattern in Warm Environments 

In response to warmth, the blood vessels in the skin are 

allowed to open widely, large amounts of blood circulat-

ing through them. In this way heat can be transported as 

close to the body surface as possible. The volume of the 

cutaneous vessels under these circumstances is large, re-

quiring formation of some additional blood; this change in 

blood volume is accomplished in about a week. 
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At the same time that this first process, "cutaneous 

vasodilation," occurs, the deep veins are constricted, 

forcing most of the -blood to return to the heart in the 

veins just under the skin. This exposes the blood just 

warmed by muscles to some cooling, and is the reason 

men's forearm veins are more prominent in summer (the 

change is obscured in women by the different female fat 

distribution pattern). 

The Circulation in Cold Environments 

In cold environments the vessels in and just under the 

skin are constricted, exposing to direct cooling only the 

blood necessary to nourish the skin. Blood returns to the 

heart in the deep veins, insulated by the overlying tis-

sues. The decrease in blood volume necessitated by 

"cutaneous vasoconstriction" is associated with a trans-

itorily increased amount of urine, which you may have 

noticed on the first few days of a winter trip. 

Because the venous blood is cold, and often runs in a 

network of vessels surrounding an artery, blood in the 

arteries is cooled as it travels toward the tissues. This 

heat exchange mechanism, called "counterflow cooling," 

can cool the arterial blood 10 degrees F or more.3  As a 

result, really warm blood never reaches the extremities, 

and the temperature of the arms and legs drop consider- - 

ably. Temperatures deep in the hand and forearm meas-

ured with hypodermic thermometers, are frequently 70 and 

85 degrees F, respectively. Counterflow cooling is bene-

ficial, since it further reduces heat loss from the limbs. 

Dangerously low temperatures can always be combatted 

by increasing blood flow to the threatened area. 

Other Factors in Adaption to Heat and Cold 

The most important factors have not been mentioned; 

they are knowledge, intelligence, experience, and good 

equipment. The physiological mechanisms alone are ade-

quate only in mild environments. The accumulated in-

genuity of generations of people provides comfort in mod-

erate environments, and allows survival in extreme ones. 

The circulatory changes described above provide the 

equivalent of about a quarter inch of clothing dead air 

space; compare this with the thickness of your winter 
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Grouped together as the four-thousand-meter summits of 

interest to hikers and climbers are two or three mountain 

peaks which ring the Valley of Mexico on the west, south 

and east. The present article describes these. No proper 

names of canyons, valleys, rivers, or creeks and their trib-

utaries will be given. The reason is twofold. First, except 

for the important major geographical features, these do not 

have names except as are known to the local sheepherders 

or charcoal makers. Second, if little-known names are 

given and thereafter used as reference in making inquiries, 

it is very probable that the person interrogated is from a 

village or hamlet just the other side of the hill, in which 

case the known name, if any, will be a different one. 

Cerro de la Buffo 
To the west of Mexico City rises a range of forested 

mountains with two or three high summits. This range lies 

between the Valley of Toluca on the west and the Valley 

of Mexico on the east. It's general elevation is between 

eleven and twelve thousand feet with passes two or three 

thousand feet lower. 

Northwest of Mexico City, and about 25 miles on paved 

road No. 87, are the towns of Villa del Carbon and Magda-

lena Cahuacri from where dirt roads lead west into the 

foothills of the range. Rising to a height of 13,000 feet is 

a very attractive summit: Cerro de la Buf a. 

All the villages mentioned here are served by second-

class buses and/or railroad. The advantage of local trans-

portation is that you can get there directly once you are 

inside the common carrier, which precludes losing half a 

day leaving Mexico City on the right road, if you drive. 

The disadvantages are some in number. A few that come to 

mind are: Where is the terminal? What is the schedule of 

departures? What is the name of the line? The villages and 

towns along principal and secondary highways are gener-

ally served by an independent bus line, and such carriers 

almost invariably have their own "terminals" in very out-

of-the-way locales. The search often required to find them 

will, I feel sure, make anyone an accomplished linguist, 

first; and a person with an intimate knowledge of the back 

streets and alleys of old colonial Mexico City (not usually 

included in tours), secondly. 

Climbing Cerro de la Bufa, regardless of trail found and 
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used, is a hike of about five or six hours going up through 

densely wooded canyons and ridges surmounting about 

5,400 feet. The last two hundred feet is a scramble up 

class two rock slopes to arrive at the summit. The views 

are magnificent although not comparable to those from 

Ajusco because of the distance from other major peaks and 

the surrounding villages in the Valley of Mexico. 

Acoconetla 

Due west from Mexico City is the Sierra de las Cruces 

which comprises two summits of almost 13,000 feet in ele-

vation; two important rock-climbing areas and a six-mile 

long canyon (Canada de Contreras) lined with high and 

difficult rock faces climaxed by the sheer 930-foot face of 

Acoconetla. 

One of my favorite hikes in this range, and a very good 

preparatory excursion prior to climbs on the five-thousand-

ers in Mexico, is as follows: 

Cerro de San Miguel 

The objective is Cerro de San Miguel of almost 13,000 

feet. From the main square in Mexico City (Zocalo) ride by 

bus to the village of Contreras, about sixteen miles distant 

southwest. The route goes through Coyoacan, San Angel 

and San JerOnimo, all scenes of historic events in the 

turbulent 442 years past. From the bus, glimpses can be 

had of the massif that comprises Ajusco directly to the 

south, and two or three volcanic cones (xitle) that rise 

from its northern slopes. A discriminatory look will reveal 

an extensive blackish shadow descending from Ajusco. 

This area is covered by volcanic remains of what must 

have been terrific and prolonged eruptions. Remains of 

archaic civilizations, buried by northernmost reaches of 

this lava field, have been uncovered between Mexico 

City's suburbs of Coyoacan and San Angel. 

The village of Contreras is situated at the entrance of 

the Canada de Contreras, almost one thousand feet higher 

in elevation than Mexico City. The view to the east to the 

to the suburbs of Mexico City and adjoining towns is mag-

nificent. It is not uncommon to find artists with their 

paraphernalia set up on an inclined cobbled street in the 

process of capturing impressions of dazzling light and 

color, including the white of the eternal snows of 

Iztaccihuatl and Popocatepetl forty miles away. Numerous 
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CITY By Juan E. Muz quiz 
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Northwestern slopes of Ajusco as 

seen from the summit of Cerro de 

La Luna. Espinazo del Diablo ridge 

going up from the left to Pico del 

Aguila. Cruz del Marques, the high-

est summit of Ajusco (13,000 feet), 
at right. 

Western face of Pico del Aguila 

and Espinazo del Diablo ridge go-

ing up from the left. Picture taken 
from the bottom of a supposed 

ancient destroyed crater at about 
11,000 feet. 
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unmarked trails branch out where the pavement or the cob-

bled street ends. The obvious way to get on the right trail 

is to mention as clearly as you can your point of destina-

tion. Do not be surprised if parents send one or two 

urchins with you for a way to see that you start right. 

On this outing, the object is to climb atop the ridges of 

the Sierra de las Cruces and hike northwards to surmount 

San Miguel and then descend to the northwest to the site 

of an old monastery, established in the early part of the 

seventeenth century, in the midst of a dense fir and pine 

forest at an elevation of about 10,000 feet. This is the 

Desierto de los Leones. From here buses leave for Mexico 

City about every hour on weekends and somewhat less 

regularly during the week. 

As you leave the bus terminus in Contreras and follow 

the cobbled street westward to its end, the trail climbs 

steeply with the Canada (canyo0on the left and the Valley 

of Mexico to the rear. The view of Ajusco (13,000 feet) to 

the south will undoubtedly impel you to schedule its 

ascent within the next few days. Once atop the summit 

ridges of the Sierra, the hiker walks amidst small meadows 

and glens in thinning vegetation near the treeline. It is 

wise 
,
to carry an ample supply of water, or its equivalent, 

as none will be encountered until the descent from San 

Miguel to the Desierto de los Leones. 

About four hours walking and climbing from Contreras 

will bring you to the foot of the last steep pitch of 500 

feet where a brief pause to catch your breath may be re-

quired before the summit is reached. A small ashlar-

masonry structure surmounts Monte San Miguel, where on 

Sundays, we would be greeted by an old weather-beaten 

gentlemen, his spouse, and two burros used to pack a few 

cases of soft drinks, the excellent Mexican beer, and the 

wherewithal to brew black coffee and prepare delicious 

enchiladas, garnachas, tamales, and tacos. The anticipa-

tion of this reception was cause enough for the involuntary 

record-time treks from Contreras. The above notwithstand-

ing, we always carried a little something to provide nour-

ishment in case our good friends, the purveyors, had other 

notions than climbing San Miguel. 

It is very easy to become lost when descending to the 

Desierto de los Leones. However, on weekends the area 

abounds in groups of hikers so that re-direction along some 

ridge or following the banks of a small stream will eventu-

ally bring you within hearing distance of the place or the 

highway where you might possibly stop the first bus that 

passes by. There are two areas near the Desierto where 

steep declivities in the mountain slope mark the presence 

of groups of rocky needles and towers (50-200 feet), diffi-

cult to discern because of the density of the forest. I 

would think there are some fourth and fifth class short 

climbs in this area, if you can find them. An early start at 
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Contreras is recommended if rock climbing is contemplated. 

Or, as an alternate outing, ride a bus or drive to the 

Desierto and inquire, or better yet, start walking and look-

ing for the Penas Carolinas, close by, or Arujas del San 

Miguel, about fifteen minutes from the summit of San 

Miguel. 
Cerro de la Luna 

Cerro de la Luna (about 12,700 feet) is another promi-

nence on the Sierra de las Cruces. It is due south of San 

Miguel, about six or eight miles distant as the crow flies. 

Walking, it can be an all-day hike because of the neces-

sary detours and losses in altitude. It may also be climbed 

directly from Contreras. This area of the Sierra de las 

Cruces is very unspoiled because it is seldom visited. The 

views of Ajusco, its summits and ridges, from this angle 

are totally new and will give an idea of the numerous 

interesting routes that may be followed from the north and 

and northwest approaches. 

Ajusco 

Some readers who have visited the site of the University 

of Mexico, on the southern outskirts of Mexico City, may 

remember the feeling of being watched while walking; 

around on the campus. This feeling of close proximity to 

an intangible observer, I have felt also many times. By 

turning around, facing south and raising your sight to en-

compass the blue-green mass of Ajusco, discernible brief-

ly in swirling mist, or sharply outlined against a light blue 

sky in winter, or against the white and gray of summer 

thunderheads, you turn the tables on the observer; or to 

say it another way, you become intimately aware that no-

where in the southwest corner of the Valley of Mexico can 

you disregard the presence of this beautiful mountain. 

Ajusco has four distinct summits; the most interesting 

one, though not the highest, is Pico del Aguila (Eagle's 

Peak). On the northern slopes, at an elevation of about 

10,000 feet, you can distinguish ancient volcanic craters 

(xitle) and vast fields of light and dark gray, black, and 

reddish lava purported to be several hundred feet in thick-

ness in places, about six to eight miles long and two to 

three miles in width. 

Ajusco can be climbed from the north by starting at 

Contreras. This is a twelve-or-fourteen-hour excursion rec-

ommended only for climbers in good physi cal condition. 

The usual approach is from the village of Ajusco, on its 

southern side, where the hiker is only about five miles 

away from the mountain and about 2,500 feet lower than 

the summit. There is a bus that leaves from the Zocalo in 

downtown Mexico City and a daily train to Cuernavaca that 

makes a flag-stop at the station of Ajusco. My preference 

is the train because of the beautiful vistas that can be 

seen after passing through Contreras. The train leaves 

Mexico City daily at seven in the morning. The announced 

to page 26, please 
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Air photo of the Minarets of the Sierra Nevada 

in winter by Ray Van Aken. Behind Volcanic Ridge 

in the foreground is Lake Cecile and Lower 

Iceberg Lake. Clyde Minaret is slightly to the left of 

the center. 



another sierra highway? 
By John F. Behnke 

Traveling through country that is both unspoiled and 

beautiful is one of the greatest attractions of our Sierra 

Nevada Range. Within this great range are vast and rugged 

areas unspoiled by the enroachments of civilization. It is 

concerning one particular wilderness tract that we will 

discuss here. 

The Mount Dana-Minarets Wild Area is located near the 

southeastern boundary of Yosemite National Park, close 

to the famous Mammoth Lakes Recreation Area. This 

beautiful and primitive region now stands at the threshold 

of two important changes, the outcome of which lies with 

public sentiment and official action in Washington, D.C. 

This Wild Area is an 85,000 square acre region of pure 

wilderness. It is located in the Inyo and Sierra National 

Forests and was placed under wilderness protection many 

decades ago. The Dana-Minarets Wild Area is very close 

(about seven miles) to the High Sierra Wilderness Area; 

they are separated by a corridor of National Forest land 

that is not classified as wilderness. It is in this corridor 

that a new trans-Sierra highway is proposed. 

This proposed road took the spotlight in May, 1961 when 

a public meeting was held in Fresno, California for the 

benefit of those persons for and against the proposal that 

wished to be heard. Those not present, but still interested, 

sent tons of mail to regional forester Charles Connaughton, 

other Forest Service officials, and their Congressmen. The 

results of this hearing have not as yet been published by 

the Bureau of Public Roads and no information concerning 

the outcome is available. 

Presently there are seven main roads crossing the 400-

mile long range of the Sierra. They travel east and west, 

and the majority of them are only used during the summer 

months; three of the seven are used all year. These roads 

from north to south are: 

U.S. 40 Donner Pass 7,135 ft. open winter 

U.S. 50 Echo Summit 7,382 ft. op en 

State 88 Carson Pass 8,573 ft. closed 

State 4 Ebbet Pass 8,730 ft. closed 

State 108 Sonora Pass 9,696 ft. closed 

State 120 Tioga Pass 9,941 ft. closed 

State 178 Walker Pass 5,250 ft. op en 
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There are two roads in the planning stage to cross the 

Sierra, and at the present time it is unknown whether or 

not they will be all-year use roads. They are: 

Mammoth Pass 9,300 ft. 

State 190 Kern River Plateau 9,000 ft. ? 

Some Want It — Some Don't 

The thought of new roads crossing the Sierra make the 

Wilderness Purists shudder, and immediately different 

schools of thought are launched. The purists want no road 

whatever; leave the wilderness in its pure unadulterated 

form, say they. There are those who want a road, period; 

any kind will do. This is to save time driving through the 

mountains and to secure faster access to the San Joaquin 

Valley or Owens Valley. Still others would like a road, but 

on an all-year-round basis only; if it can't be used all year 

they don't want it. "Why keep it closed for eight of the 

winter months, such as the other roads?" they ask. The 

forces are definitely divided, and only the future holds 

the outcome.' 

One of the prevailing schools of thought is the practical 

aspect of another road crossing the Sierra Nevada; what of 

the cost? How would the present wilderness areas be 

affected? As in any mountain region, the cost of construc-

tion and maintenance of roads is high. The proposed 

Mammoth Pass Road, if built on an all-year basis, has 

been estimated will cost more than twenty million dollars 

for approximately 82.9 miles of two-lane pavement. 

Winter maintenance for a road of this elevation and area 

runs $5,000 per mile for an average season. This is based 

on the maintenance of the Mammoth Lakes and Minaret 

roads in Mono County, which is one of the loftiest roads 

in the United States kept open during the wintertime. Dur-

ing these winter months the road is cleared as far as the 

Mammoth Mountain Chair Lifts at an elevation of over 

9,000 feet. The majority of the route of the proposed new 

road traverses through one of the highest snowfall regions 

in the Sierra Nevada with elevations from 6,500 feet to 

9,300 feet. 

The proposed road has almost as many proponents as 

opponents. The road is desired by the Bishop and Fresno 
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Photo by John F. Behnke 
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Photo by Niles Werner 

Middle section of the Minarets 

in summer from Lake Ediza. A part of 

the Dana-Minarets Wilderness Area. 

Minaret Cascades in the high sierra. 

Areas such as this lose their 

charm when opened "up" by roads. 
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Business, Mining and Timber 

Interests Would Profit from Road 

and other Madera County Chambers of Commerce, the 
Mammoth Lakes Chamber of Commerce (on an all-year 
basis only), and private mining and timber interests; the 
list is long. Also long is the list of opponents to con-
struction and includes the Sierra Club, Eastern and 
Western High Sierra Packers Association, Mono County 
Chamber of Commerce and Board of Supervisors, and a 
long list of outdoor and sportsmen organizations. The 
opponents' case being the destruction of more of Nature's 
wilderness, bisection of the John Muir Trail, and access 
by the road to the very edges of the Mount Dana-Minarets 
and the High Sierra Wilderness Areas. They also state that 
the money used to construct a new road could be used to 
maintain and improve any one of the existing roads which 
are now closed to winter traffic. They are fighting to keep 
what wilderness is left and want to continue to appreciate 
the wilderness in its natural surroundings and not in the 
surroundings of asphalt and concrete. 

From the proponents point of view, the road is a good 
thing, in that it would mean a very marked increase in 
winter and summer traffic and its resulting business, a 
faster and shorter route across the Sierra, and access to 
the San Joaquin Valley and its supply points and cheaper 
markets. It would also open an access route into choice 
timber lands and mining areas. 

National Forests and their various partitions of Wild, 
Primitive, and Wilderness Areas are managed by the For-
est Service of the Department of Agriculture under a policy 
of the harmonious use of all natural resources. In Wilder-
ness and Primitive Areas recreation and wildlife conser-
vation are given management priority over timber, grazing, 
and water development. Specific examples are the High 
Sierra Wilderness and the Dana-Minarets. 

National Park Status? 

A proposal to include the aforementioned Dana-Minarets 
into Yosemite National Park was reintroduced in Washing-
ton last November. The original proposal was drawn up 
and introduced by the manager of the Yosemite Park-
Curry Company, Mr. Cramer, two years ago. This is not the 
only proposal for this inclusion but is the most recent and 
is under review at the present time. One of Mr. Cramer's 
arguments for inclusion seems to be the fact that the Chief 
of the Forest Service controls too much land in the form 
of Wild and Primitive Areas (not under direct control of 
Congress) and he is apt to be swayed by political and 
private pressure groups; therefore, the Dana-Minarets 
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should be protected by inclusion in Yosemite National 
Park. 

The Chief of the Forest Service does directly control 
Wild and PrinAitive Areas (under 100,000 acres in area) and 
Congress controls Wilderness Areas (over 100,000 acres 
in area) as well as National Park boundaries. Whether in 
Forest Service wilderness or National Park, the wilder-
ness will be preserved—the only questionable character-
istic of the Cramer proposal is that it includes the appro-
priation of funds for the construction of an access road to 
the southeastern boundary of Yosemite, a sub-standard 
version of the Mammoth Pass Road! 

What then, would be the difference between the area 
being preserved forever in a park and the present method 
of administration by the U.S. Forest Service? In U.S. For-
est Service Wilderness, Wild and Primitive areas, the rule 
is emphatic and unshakable — no motorized and/or vehic-
ular traffic whatever is allowed; this means no "tote-
gotes," motor cycles, jeeps, automobiles, or motor boats, 
and even helicopters are not allowed to land in these 
areas; special permission will be given for rescue or fire 
fighting only as a last resort. 

There are no entrance fees collected from the sportsman 
when he wants to travel in these primitive tracts; camping 
is allowed in the regions; and hunting is a major sport in 
the Forest Service controlled wilderness, as is fishing in 
the high country lakes which are planted by the California 
Department of Fish and Game. Under Forest Service man-
agement; therefore, we have a guarantee that the wilder-
ness will be kept intact; that there will be no raods, no 
timber cutting, and no occupancy for hotels, stores, re-
sorts, and private residences. 

Opponents to the park inclusion point out that while the 
basic idea is good there are several drawbacks, the big-
gest one being the automatic construction of roads. Fish 
planting would be much below standard as fewer fish 
would be planted; mineral and botanical specimens could 
no longer be collected and, of course, there is always the 
threat of further Curry Company-like "attractions." There 
is also the fact that if this 85,000-acre tract is included 
an agreement would be made to release to the Forest 
Service the same amount from another part of the park; this 
is land trading. 

Just as with the road proposal, the camp is divided. How-
ever, more and more the trend of thought seems to turn to 
the fact that there are 19,343,385 acres of National Forest 
Public Lands in California and of this only 1,631,898-
acres are devoted to Wilderness protection (less than 7% 
of the gross area of the state) and many believe we cannot 
afford any further withdrawals from the Wilderness savings 
account. Thus we have the problems—it is up to the reader 
to study and solve them and act accordingly. 
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M-v-erest arici the 

The issue of Summit devoted to plans for the 1963 
Everest expedition is well done and of great interest, but 
it raises some serious questions fundamental to climbing 
which I should like to discuss without reference to the 
individuals involved, most of whom I know as friends. 

The urge to climb is no better understood than is the 
urge to explore the polar regions, to traverse the trackless 
deserts, or to hack through tropical jungles; the motives 
that lead scientists into molecular diagnostics or airmen 
into outer space are equally obscure. Mallory's hackneyed 
words "Because it is there" are said to have been spoken 
in irritated reply to the repeated question "Why do you 
want to climb Everest?"; they are often quoted because 
they are brief, cryptic, unusual, but I believe he meant far 
more than this impatient answer implied. Perhaps what he 
meant was that the unknown would always call men; per-
haps the unreachable is the one thing man wants more than 
anything else. Fundamentally this is what distinguishes 
man from beast—to stretch oneself to the utmost, perhaps 
to succeed but probably to fail, to try and try and try 
again where others have failed. 

Men do not really "conquer" mountains any more than 
mountains "conquer" men. Perhaps for a brief moment in 
time a man or two may stand on some cold summit; the 
mountain has relaxed, the weather is fine, all circumstan-
ces are favorable. But for that brief moment there is an 
infinity when no man could survive there. Can we call that 
fleeting visit a conquest? We do not say that a mountain 
conquered the men whom it hurls back by storm or mis-
chance, for they come again and finally they succeed. It 
is a matter of having the right people in the right place at 
the right time which brings success—but the mountain is 
not conquered, ever. Another of Mallory's phrases which 
is closer, I believe, to his heart is "Whom have we con-
quered—none but ourselves." 

I mention the urge to climb because it is basic to plans 
for an expedition, be it large or small. To me, it is a mis-
take to justify a mountain expedition on any grounds other 
than those mentioned above. To introduce national pride 
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as a reason for climbing brings in an element so foreign to 
the sport that it is no longer a sport, but an international 
race. True, we have the Olympics as a precedent, but see 

the extreme pains taken to standardize each event, and 
think of .the vehement disclaimers when point scores are 
tallied. The Olympic authorities try hard to believe that 
the purpose of these great games is to foster international 
goodwill rather than to "conquer" other nations' athletes. 
It is impossible—thank goodness—to standardize moun-
tain expeditions, or even mountain routes, for under some 
conditions a climb is "an easy day for a lady," while at 
other times impossible for any one. To try to prove one 
nation or one party better than another by any mountain 
ascent would appear ridiculous. We know that any wall 
can be climbed if appropriate tools are used hammers, 
expansion bolts, others yet to be devised, but such enter-
prises are for acrobats, not for mountaineers, and they are 
not competitive. 

Elaborate Expeditions 

Irving's chapters on this subject are excellent 1  and 
they should be read by all though they were written 
with the emotion of a Victorian spirit longing for the good 
old days of his youth. Noyce has explored with skill and 
feeling the reasons which drive men, not only to moun-
tains, but also to the sea, the desert, and the poles. 2  

It is wrong to equate money with climbing success. Nat-
urally, it is true enough that an expedition inadequately 
equipped will run greater risks and have less hope of suc-
cess than one well furnished, but money, equipment, even 
personnel are not the only ingredients which contribute to 
success. This is not the place to argue the merits of large 
versus small expeditions, but it may be appropriate to cite 
a few examples. The first big Asiatic climb was Minya 
Konka, climbed in 1934 by a ludicrously small and ill-
equipped party whose assets were pathetic but whose 
spirit was immense. Tirich Mir was climbed by a party of 
two, Nanda Devi by a small party whose entire expenses 

R. L. G. Irving "The Romance of Mountaineering." 
2 

Wilfrid Noyce "The Springs of Adventure." 
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"LTrge to Climb By Charles S. Houston, M.D. 

were less than a fifth of those projected for Everest. 

Kangchenjunga, long regarded as the most difficult of all, 

was climbed by a relatively small and inexpensive party 

whose major asset was teamwork. The Scottish Himalayan 

party of 1950 probably had more fun and climbed more 

peaks for less money and effort than any other. Tilman and 

Shipton, indomitable primitives, did more as a pair than 

either did on a major trek. Longstaff, a great pioneer, 

reached Trisul almost alone. There have been costly 

failures, in large as well as small parties, but it would be 

unkind to name them. Suffice it to say that most of the 

major peaks with fine impartiality have turned back the 

most elaborate expeditions as well as those less well 

endowed. 

Broken Parties 

It is a sorry commentary on mountaineering in general 

that so many of the "big" expeditions to the highest 

mountains have ended in broken parties. Too many have 

ended in bitter fights between members, lawsuits, lasting 

hatreds. More often than not the successful party has been 

most savagely disrupted. In some instances this has been 

due to the white light of publicity which beats upon the 

successful, for success brings money and international 

fame, the lecture platform, television and the movies. 

Some men are not big enough to resist this kind of glamour 

and competition for it has often caused the trouble. 

Inevitably these elements enter into the reasons for 

climbing if the expedition be large, costly, and to a great 

peak. A massive publicity campaign, by making names and 

faces of a party familiar to millions cannot help but influ-

ence the party's planning. Money comes in faster in the 

planning stage, if "publicity is good"; climbers may even 

be chosen because of a friendly press. All sorts of influ-

ence has been put on leaders to choose this man because 

of his astounding acrobatic record. As every leader knows, 

none of these necessarily make the best expedition mem-

ber. It is the combination of courage, skill, humor, charac-

ter and experience that takes a party to a summit and back, 
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or enables them to survive the most terrible of disasters. 

What I am trying to say is this. Climb for pleasure, climb 

for challenge, climb for companionship, or tha thrill of 

struggle. But do not climb for fame, money, or national 

prestige. To introduce these motives is to court disaster, 

either a storm tossed death, or the even greater tragedy of 

a broken team, bitter feuds, or a lifetime spoiled by pub-

licity. Can it be good for a climber to spend years pursued 

by the curious seeking autographs, or by screen and press? 

Does this fit the mountaineers' love of solitude, beauty, 

and struggle? Should mountaineers be displayed like movie 

stars? Should funds be raised by billboard advertising, 

cigarette endorsement, nationwide public appearance? No 

—emphatically no. These circus antics are neither good 

nor necessary. Money can still be raised in dignified and 

honest ways, and funding need not be great. A good party 

can succeed without the luxuries which cost so much in 

money, effort, and weight. The right man may still be put 

in the right camp on the right day—by a modest party as 

well as by a rich one. 

I should be as proud as anyone to see an American party 

climb Everest. In the present heyday of Madison Avenue 

methods there is little question but that any major national 

triumph contributes to that country's prestige and, hence, 

to ultimate victory in the life struggle between free and 

chained worlds. I submit, however, that there have been 

successes in climbing that have been more ugly than some 

of the failures. The superhuman struggles, the ordeals of 

Bauer on Kangchenjunga, the magnificent tragedy of 

Streather's party on Haramosh, the 1953 K-2 disaster are 

greater testimonials to man's innate grandeur than are 

some of the successes which have resulted in bitterness. 

Let me be in the forefront of those cheering on the 

American Everest Expedition of 1963:But let me also 

raise a dissenting voice if the motives of this expedition 

are to raise international prestige or to gain fame or money 

for its members. Let this expedition go to the greatest of 

mountains quietly, with proper humility and respect, for 

the joy of struggle, the pride of overcoming obstacles, the 

gratification and beauty of companionship—but not for 

less noble motives, even in part. 
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Ed Cooper Photo (All rights reserved) 

CHIMNEY ROCK: 

View of Chimney Rock from 

the northeast. Route taken on 

northeast corner and north face 

(first ascent July, 1959 by Don 

Bergman and Ed Cooper) is 

marked. 

Located in Northern Idaho at the southern end of the 

Selkirks is Chimney Rock. Visible from Priest Lake, 

Idaho, this has often been called the lightening rod of 

Northern Idaho. It offers a pleasant contrast between the 

high country alpine climbs and low country rock climbs. 

Composed of firm granite, it must have indeed been an 

unusual geological construction that caused this to be the 

only formation of its type in the area. 

The problem is not so much in climbing it as finding out 

how to get to it. A spectacular picture of Chimney Rock on 

a post card interested me in visiting the area, but inquire 
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as I could, I found no one familiar with it. There is no 

guide that covers the area. In the end I became acquainted 

with it only through meeting a member of the Spokane 

Mountaineers who had been there. The clue on how to get 

there is apparently passed on by word of mouth. Perhaps 

the following description will help remedy the situation. 

Although visible from Priest Lake, this is not the way to 

approach it. From Sandpoint, Idaho, you drive north on U.S. 

2 and 95 to Colburn (about eight miles). The bridge across 

the Pack River is crossed, and shortly thereafter a well 

graded dirt road leaves the main highway leading west up 
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Climbing on the east face o 

Chimney Rock. 

Ed Cooper Photo (All rights reserved) 

the lightening rod of northern Idaho By Ed Cooper 

a broad valley. There is a sign there warning everybody 

to carry an axe, bucket, and shovel. On my first trip in 

there, we did not know of this requirement until we were 

there, but not wishing to turn back after having come such 

a distance, we proceeded anyway. Shortly we met a forest 

ranger who promptly asked us if we had the required items. 

Yes, we had an axe (ice) and bucket (large cooking pot), 

but we weren't so sure about our shovel (large spoon). At 

any rate, he seemed satisfied and on we went. You con-

tinue over twenty miles, always staying on the road clos-

est to the Pack River. (There are many confusing forks 
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and the river is crossed several times.) When Chimney 

Rock is seen up a valley to the left, it is necessary to 

keep going on the road until it is no longer visible, then a 

road descends and crosses the river. You drive this log-

ging road up over a thousand feet until coming to a promi-

nent switchback where another road, in obvious disrepair, 

continues in the direction of Chimney Rock (not visible 

at this point). The switch from horsepower to manpower is 

made here. 

Although the trip can easily be made in one day from the 

car, it is pleasant to camp in the meadows below Chimney 
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The east face of Chimney 

Rock. Route taken on face 

(first ascent August, 1961 by 

Ed Cooper and Dave Hiser) is 
marked. Knife edge between 

planes of east and west faces 

may be seen on left skyline. 

Ed Cooper Photo (All rights reserved) 

 

Rock. (After the end of July, it would be advisable to 
carry your own water supply.) When hiking in, it is easiest 
once Chimney Rock is visible, to ascend the ridge to the 
left where a rudimentary trail leading toward the rock may 
be found, rather than continuing on the road which ends in 
large brush patches. 

Climbing Routes 
Until 1959, the only route on the rock was the West Face, 

which was first climbed in the Thirties. This climb might 
be described as a vertical Grade IV. Handholds and foot-
holds seem to appear whenever needed. This is also the 
shortest face, being about 300 feet in height. Some 
Spokane Mountaineers have climbed this route seven or 
eight times. The route on this face is marked, of all 
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things, with yellow arrows painted on the rock. A variation 
has been made on the prominent rib at the left edge of the 
West Face. The other routes are on the North and East 
Faces. There is no South Face, just an incredible knife 
edge where the planes of the West and East Faces inter-
sect. I have never seen anything else quite like it. 
The North Face falls some 750 feet, but is dissected 

350 feet below the summit by a broad ledge where the 
climbing starts. The ledge enables you to circle the rock 
from east to west, on this side only. The first attempt on 
this face was in 1958, but it was soon abandoned because 
there were no pitons or wooden wedges to fit the very 
large cracks (several bolts remain). Don Bergman, of the 
Spokane Mountaineers, and I, did the climb (Grade V) in 
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Looking straight up the east face of Chimney Rock. Feet of climber may be seen. Ed Cooper Photo (All rights reserved) 

1959. After 75 feet of third class climbing on the North-

east corner, large aluminum angles and wood blocks are 

used for aid in a 40-foot overhanging dihedral. A traverse 

to the right, using one bolt, is made, and the remaining 

200 feet is enjoyable non-aid climbing on the North Face. 

Our climb took two days, as we had to stop short our 

attempt when lightening threatened to stop it. We prus-

siked back up and finished the climb later. 

The East Face is by far the most challenging. Some 450 

feet in height, it is absolutely vertical. In August of 1961 

I returned with Dave Hiser. We followed the obvious line 

on the face, a crack which widens into a chimney, that 

ends in crack systems. At one point an exciting hanging 

belay was set up and a difficult section was climbed with 

aid. Somewhat above this we climbed forty feet inside the 

face behind a giant detached portion of the face. A piton 

dropped here, fell several hundred feet inside the face into 

a giant hole before we heard it stop. We couldn't under- 
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stand why this detached portion of the face remained 

balanced here, since throughout the climb, the "stone 

test" showed that a stone held out at arm's length fell free 

to the ground. The upper portion of the face, though still 

steep, presented a good system of interconnected ledges 

and cracks. Surpassing a two-foot overhang just below the 

top, free style, we found that the climb had taken about 

eight hours. A wide 'assortment of pitons, from knife 

blades to giant wide angles, were employed. 

The top is as level as the sides are vertical. Four huge 

cairns have been constructed on the top; it is rapidly be-

coming a tradition for every climber who reaches the top 

to add several more rocks to the largest cairn. There is 

probably enough rock to build a small shelter, although 

absolutely the wrong place to be in a storm. We counted 

nine different lookouts from the top. Chimney Rock is well 

worth the trip, and it is right on the way for many climbers 

visiting Canada. 
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Breakneck Ridge, near New York City, offers fine views of the surrounding landscape as well as some good rock climbing 

pitches. Photos by the author. 

By Tony Radlowski 

If you are in or around New York City and have the 

"itch" to pound a few pitons and enjoy yourself on inter-

esting friction pitches, but the "Gunks" (Shawangunk 

Mountains) seem a little too far away, there is always 

Breakneck Ridge. 

An hour-and-a-half drive from Manhattan on Westchester 

County Parkways to Route 9D, brings you to the village of 

Cold Spring, New York. The trail up Breakneck „Ridge 

starts at the north end of a highway tunnel three miles 

further north on Route 9D. White paint blazes on the west 

side of the road near the tunnel lead up a steep embank-

ment. Diverging east over the tunnel, the trail climbs 

steeply up the backbone of Breakneck. 

After several hundred feet of "upping" it on this trail, a 

short bushwhack south leads you to good fourth class 

friction pitches. The angle of the slope increases notice-

ably with each rope length. The route peeters out to a 

scramble which leads to an inside corner beneath an inter-

esting little overhang called "Roman Holiday." From here 

the routes are a matter of choice—from fun to "pretty 

funny hairy." 
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In winter the snow provides enjoyable climbing. In good 

weather, waiting your turn on the rope is always a pleas-

ure because of the excellent views of the surrounding 

highlands and sweeping Hudson River. 

Climbing on the South Side of Breakneck is mostly verti-

cal fourth and fifth class pitches on exposed rock, and 

piton placing is poor. A fellow climber surmounted an over-

hanging granite block in this area about the size of a city 

bus, and two years later the entire block fell out like a 

loose tooth, so be careful on slabs. 

Geologically, Breakneck Ridge is somewhat the same as 

the highlands west of the Hudson River. A smattering of 

infolded limestones, quartzites, and slates are included in 

the granites and gneisses that make up its bulk. Rising 

abruptly from sea level on the Hudson, it gains an eleva-

tion of 1,200 feet. 

For a pleasant afternoon of rock tinkering or hiking up 

the trail for a fine view from the summit of 1,602-foot 

South Beacon Mountain, three miles away, Breakneck 

Ridge fills the bill. 

It's the "Matterhorn" of the Hudson Highlands. 
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All but the last pitch on Germany's highest 
summit, the 9,722-foot Zugspitze, can be as-
cended by cog railway and/or cable car. 
Steel ladder rungs and handrail help the 
tourist (even the high-heeled) to make the 
top. A naughty wind sweeping up from the 
canyon below, delighted photographers by 
tossing skirts over heads. 

Muchner Haus, one of three hotels along 
the mechanized routes, as seen from the 
summit. 

n Germany's best 
It was at Innsbruck, Austria, that we first inquired about 

mechanized transportation up Germany's highest mountain, 

the 9,722-foot Zugspitze. We were told by the travel 

bureau to take the train to Ehrwald, Austria, and there 

catch a cable car. It was not until we were well on our 

way that we discovered that this route took us over the 

border into Germany, past Garmisch-Partenkirchen (where 

we could have boarded a cog railway for a more direct 

approach) and then back over the border into Austria 

again, to Ehrwald! We suspect our ignorance made us the 

brunt of a little joke involving international competition. 

Later, this feeling was accentuated when we found that 

our ticket took us only to the Austrian summit, and we had 

to pay three German marks more to ride the cable car the 

last thousand feet to the true summit. 

The Austrian cable car lifted us (30 persons per car, one 
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car every six minutes) from an elevation of about 4,000 

feet to about 9,200 feet. The lift took 14 minutes. As we 

got out we were given a card with the number 25 and told 

to be back at that platform in about three hours, in order 

to go down with load number 25. 

Customs Official in Turmoil 

We were funneled into the Berghotel, built on a narrow 

ledge, and filled with other tourists, eating, drinking, 

smoking, and talking in various languages. Soon after we 

had finished a bowl of soup with a wurst floating in it, a 

stretcher was carried by, covered with a blanket; a woman 

had died of a heart attack. 

The other end of the Berghotel led into a tunnel, in 

which we walked, in single file, bumper to bumper, mostly 

downhill, and after a while a customs official stuck his 
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View from the Schneeferner Haus, at 8,692 Zugspitze as seen from the Austrian vil- 

feet, where tourists may walk out onto the lage of Ehrwald. 

glacier. 

By Niles and Louise Werner 

Photos by the Authors 

mmit With 1,998 other people! 

head out of a hole in the tunnel wall and asked for our 

passports. We had passed into Germany underground, and 

after walking for twenty minutes, emerged at the Schneef-

erner Haus at about 8,992 feet, having lost 500 feet of 

elevation. 

The many-windowed Schneeferner Haus, a larger and 

more commodious establishment than the Berghotel, over-

looks a large icefield. A couple hundred tourists were 

enjoying the view, taking pictures, while eating, drinking 

or milling around, and some walked out onto the glacier. At 

the far end of the Schneeferner Haus we found the cable 

car waiting to take us to the true summit (for an extra 

three German marks). There wasn't much room—we had to 

keep moving, more or less, to make way for the que coming 

up behind. Several choughs, crow-like scavengers that 

haunt many of the huts in the Alps, perched on the rocks 
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nearby, swooping down now and then to investigate for 

crumbs among litter dropped by the tourists. 

We returned the same way. Had we known about the two 

routes when we bought our tickets we would probably have 

planned to ascend by one and descend by the other. It 

would undoubtedly have cost more, since prices in 

Germany are generally higher than in Austria. The round-

trip from Ehrwald cost 68.50 shillings (about $3.45 Amer-

ican), plus three German marks (75 cents), and took five 

hours. Railroad fare from Innsbruck was about $2.00 round-

trip. When doing the roundtrip from Innsbruck in one day 

it is well to get an early start since the later trains back 

are slower and run less frequently. 

About two thousand people ascended the Zugspitze by 

the mechanized routes on this particular Monday in August. 
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State Highway Two emerges from the downtown complex 

of Seattle, rolls across Lake Washington's floating bridge, 

and plunges directly into the mystery of the Cascades, 

crossing them via one of the state's lowest mountain 

passes, Snoqualmie. 

Total time from downtown to the mountains: an hour — 

hour and a half at the most. As always in this rawboned 

state, the contrast is immense—one hour you are smelling 

the salt water and kelp mingled with Pacific fog, and the 

next you are back home again in the invigorating sparkle 

of the high country. 

This vest-pocket alpine area is a year-around attraction 

for the mountaineer, skier, and hiker. For the downhill 

enthusiast, there are well-developed lift facilities, includ-

ing a double chair, poma lift, and several rope tows. The 

slopes vary, ranging from bunny to expert. A new lodge, 

the Snoqualmie Skihaus, has recently been completed and 

offers every possible convenience for dogtired and hungry 

skiers. The very beautiful Chapel of Saint Bernard nestles 

in the cedars nearby, offering non-denominational services 

for everyone. 

Ah, but there is another world beyond the lifts and park-

ing lots, beckoning to the mountaineer. Another chapel, 

even. Mountains, where he will find full measure of that 

which he seeks: the basic satisfaction of an upward step. 

Towards something. 

These Snoqualmie summits are not in the same league as 

the wild, heavily glaciated mountain upthrusts which 

typify the rest of the Northwest's Cascades. There are no 

huge neve fields leading towards the summit; instead, a 

leisurely stroll of two to five miles on excellent trails will 

find you ready to rope up for your climb. And Guye Peak, 

with its impressive west face, is even nearer—less than 

a mile off the road. Bushwhacking (Oh, joy!) is at a bare 

minimum. 

Because of fantastic fluctuations in the weather up here, 

you may stumble across springtime conditions even in 

winter, which makes the relatively low Snoqualmie region 

ideal for winter mountaineering. Temperature inversions 

(that strange situation occurring when the air currents re-

verse themselves) often leave the high country warm and 

inviting while it stays cold and nasty down below. 

When you are fortunate enough to encounter this winter 

respite, by all means take advantage of it: break out those 

skins and ice axe and sample a bit of summer. You will  

find the approaches to Guye Peak, Mount Snoqualmie, the 

Tooth, and Chair Peak reasonable and, weather permitting, 

one-day ascents of these small but worthwhile antagonists 

are entirely possible. 

Last winter I found the hills in the receptive mood just 

described and one day in mid-January was able to ascend 

Mount Snoqualmie —with sleeves rolled up. 

The world that day was ringed by mountains —the 

Olympics perfectly clear and intriguing behind Chair Peak, 

the snow-covered complex of the Cascade crest around us 

and, of course, the eternal powerful bulk of Mount Rainier 

looming down south. 

When winter withdraws into Canada (leaving plenty of 

glacial outposts behind) the climbing begins in earnest. 

Now the Snoqualmie Pass area becomes an ideal warm-up 

for the bigger mountains and the climbers move in. An 

additional virtue lies in the happy fact that ascents of 

these peaks can be undertaken in weather which would 

make attempts on the Cascade ice giants far too risky. 

Climbing continues unabated until the first winter snows. 

The rock on Chair, Guye, and the Tooth is basically 

igneous, but peculiar—extremely compact and resistant to 

hardware. A good example of this is the direct east face 

route on Chair —most of the climbing is done with minimal 

piton protection because of an almost complete lack of 

cooperative fracture, although an occasional dubious run-

ner can be placed. Despite this setback it still remains a 

delightful little route—not excessively long or steep, but 

still interesting because the rock strata is all wrong and 

the line of ascent wiggles up a number of overhangs. 

Guye Peak's rock is either bitterly piton resistant and 

devoid of trustworthy fracture, or rotten and crumbling, 

held together by soggy moss. There have been several 

accidents on this mountain, including a couple of deaths. 

Guye has several challenging routes on its west face, 

including the elusive Beckey Chimney and the more recent 

Improbable Traverse. 

The mountains of the Snoqualmie Pass region stand there 

waiting, beyond any word or picture, waiting. Any time of 

year. It's there: downhill flight, the tranquility of touring, 

the Big Answer of mountaineering, the taut excitement of 

rock work, the deep, reflective peace of a ramble through 

amiable woods, your hands in your pocket and no-thing on 

your mind. 

Waiting, just about an hour from town. 

e title's ck 
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Dave Hiser examines one of the sev-

eral overhangs on the direct east face 

of Chair Peak. 

The author basking in mid-winter sun 

on the summit of Mount Snoqualmie. To 

the north, the Cascade crest topped by 

Glacier Peak. 

By Michael W. Borghoff 
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MOUNTAINEERING IN MEXICO continued frompa„, even 

arrival at the town of Ajusco, on the return trip, is about 

six-thirty in the afternoon. You dare not be at the station 

later than that hour because the train may surprise you and 

be on time. On other occasions, however, we have cooled 

our heels and bones to the marrow in rain and sleet until 

two or three in the morning. But, it is all part of the fun. It 

may be judicious, then, to wait in the little plaza in the 

town of Ajusco until a bus departs for Mexico City. These 

are none to numerous, and the last one leaves around 

seven in the evening. 

An excellent conditioning hike, preparatory to climbs on 

the five-thousanders in Mexico, is to climb Ajusco from 

the south and descend the northern slopes to Contreras. 

A well-marked trail leaves the village of Ajusco north-

westward. After walking in black sand for an hour, you 

enter the forest and immediately the trail turns north and 

becomes steep as it zig-zags to a saddle separating the 

central summits from the eastern summit. The flora chang-

es perceptibly and soon you will see only such varieties 

as grow on windswept slopes and ridges: a beautiful daisy, 

yellow
,  in color, with deep green prickly leaves; a waist-

high grass called zacatOn, lupine and pentstemon, and 

slender senecio plants. This col, about 12,000 feet, is 

called Dromedary's Col. 

The view northward and to the east and west is superb 

on a clear day. Mexico City's long tentacles can be seen 

extending to all cardinal points, engulfing what used to be 

charming colonial hamlets and villages with their own 

little main square, old cobbled streets lined with maguey 

plants and adobe walls enclosing old patriarchal domiciles 

a block square in area. Especially during and a short time 

after the rainy season (June to September), innumerable 

small lakes and stretches of canals can be seen shimmer-

ing in vaporous light which easily deceives the eye': you 

see it and then you do not. To the east, the Sierra Nevada 

and the glittering snows of Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl; 

to the west and north, the immediate valleys, ridges and 

summits of the Sierra del las Cruces, topped by San Miguel. 

The trail turns westward and skirts the northern summit 

slopes without climbing too much. Directly in front looms 

the eastern face of Pico del Aguila, a rock wall about nine 

hundred feet in breadth and varying in height from fifty to 

four hundred feet. There are routes of every description 

and length to choose from if the ascent is made by this 

face. I clearly remember making a particular climb in snow 

and sleet one February which took four hours. This same 

route is ordinarily climbed in less than an hour. In the rain 

many pitches also become rather tricky. 

With a long trek in mind this time, it is best to follow the 
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trail to a small saddle that joins Cruz del Marques, the 

highest summit of Ajusco, on the left about forty minutes 

of climbing above the timberline, and Pico del Augila on 

the right. A short scramble of a hundred feet up easy crags 

brings you to the latter summit. The west face of this peak 

is perpendicular in its last fifty feet. Lower down, the 

slope eases as the face is divided into numerous talus 

chutes enclosed by crumbling rocky ridges and promontor-

ies. The east face has been described above. To the north 

descends a very steep rocky ridge for about three hundred 

feet after which the zacatOn takes over and finally the 

first twisted junipers, the embattled sentinels, are.' met. 

This ridge is called Espinazo del Diablo (Devil's Back-

bone), an apt name for its uninterrupted two thousand feet 

of vertical difference in elevation. It is an exhausting 

descent because of the high steps hidden by the tall grass. 

Its climb—if you start in Contreras—is really an achieve-

ment, because it is a four- or five-hour hike just to the foot 

of the ridge. 

Extensive alpine meadows are traversed as you leave the 

seemingly never-ending Espinazo. It is in these meadows 

that the visitor looks for a likely trail. It must bear north 

and not too much to the left. You may safely abandon a 

trail if it continuously bears east or west because the area 

abounds with trails leading in the right direction, for a 

little while at least. The thing to do is to avoid the vast 

lava fields to the northeast, especially after dusk. 

With a little luck, you will find the railroad tracks just 

as darkness descends over this beautiful mountain vast-

ness. It is very tempting to follow the tracks until you 

arrive in Contreras. This is fine except that it may be mid-

night or later. Rather, follow the trails that skirt the lava 

fields and keep an alert ear for the tinkling of cowbells 

which is a very good sign. In exchange for a light or a 

cigarette, or a chocolate bar, a herder, young or old, will 

affirm that Contreras is just a little ahead: "adelantito." 

This adelantito can mean an hour or two of stumbling in 

the dark until the first electric lights appear. Reaching 

those first electric lights is another story—or so it seems; 

pitch-black cobblestone streets give way to infrequently 

lighted cobblestone streets, which in turn brings the weary 

traveler on stiff, aching legs and sore feet to the nightmare 

of concrete paving and sidewalks— a nightmare if you 

wear hob-nailed boots. 

As you wait for a bus, you cannot escape the feeling that 

someone, or something, is still looking down over your 

shoulder. Even in the dark of a starry sky. But now you 

know what it is; you have climbed El Ajusco. And, I feel 

you will not forget the mountain. 
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If you are seeking the last word in high quality climbing boots, 
we urge you to examine the HIGHLAND "Climber" model. 
These boots are made from the finest materials—the uppers are "Top 
Grain," dark waxed Steerhide, water repellent and fully leather 
lined. Foam rubber interlining affords comfortable wear 
and full protection from rock bruises. Circular leather patches on both 
sides of the boot give added protection to the ankle. Years 
of study and effort have gone into this design. It is scientifically 
fitted for extra leg and ankle freedom. The greatest possible 
support is given. The soles are easily removed and 
replaced. Height of boot is 5 inches. 
Price: HIGHLAND '"CLIMBER" — 526.95, plus postage (see below). 

For those who want a higher boot we offer the 
ALL NEW 9-inch high "Cruiser" (7-inch in women's sizes). We 

have the only shipment of this model now on the market. These boots 
are entirely insulated and have custom cushion foot-conforming 

sole pads which give the utmost in foot comfort. Full 
leather lining with Goodyear welt construction and genuine 

VIBRAM soles make an outstandingly rugged boot. Beware of 
imitations! This is not just a revamping of an old model; it is an 

entirely new boot. Others may resemble it, but its skillful 
hand-crafted modeling and unexcelled leather components truly make 

it the King of the Trail! 
Price: HIGHLAND "CRUISER" — $31.95, plus postage (see below). 

Women's (brown color), $27.95, plus postage (see below). 

an.other HIGHLAND exclusive... 

our OW11 climbing aaid hiking boots 

We believe that these two new model boots, fabricated to our own specifications by G. H. Bass Shoe Company, are the 

finest that can be found on the market today. Compare features with other foreign and domestic boots! You really SAVE! 

Full range of sizes, built on American lasts, in various widths. Genuine VIBRAM soles attached with latest German 

screw machines. Available in two models — the "Highland Climber" and the "Cruiser." Women's sizes are available 

in the "Cruiser" model. 

For those who need extra large sizes, or have special fitting problems, we can make up special orders at a moderate 

additional cost. Write for particulars on special orders. 

IMPORTANT: Include $1.00 per pair for delivery, handling and insurance. Air 
Mail and Special Delivery available at cost. No C.O.D. orders without $5.00 per 
pair deposit. California residents add 4% sales tax. You must be satisfied; fit is 
guaranteed. To insure correct fit, give regular shoe size on shoes or boots you 
wear. A foot tracing with socks you will use with boots is helpful. NO RISK TO 
YOU! MONEY BACK IF RETURNED UNWORN IN TEN DAYS. 

Immediate Delivery 

HIGHLAND outfitters • P.O. Box 121 • Riverside, California 



HIGH WORLDS of the Mountain Climber 

Photos by BOB & IRA SPRING 
Delightful text by Mountaineer HARVEY MANNING 

All the color, life and character in conquest of our 
Western Mountains with 142,giant pages of dramatic 
Spring-twin photographs in color and black and 
white: rock spires, ice-scopes, action and people. 
Fireside climbing for the mountaineer or dreamer. 
Autographed $10.00 postpaid 

The Springs 
18809 Olympic View Drive, Edmonds, Washington 

CONTOUR PACK FRAME WITH 
WATERPROOF NYLON PACK BAG 

Aluminum alloy tubular frame fits well onto back. Pad-
ded shoulder yoke helps carry any load with surprising 
comfort. Grey nylon FIBERTHIN bag (zipper pockets 
protected from rain) is set high on frame, yet does not 
impair head room. Improved bag design affords good 
capacity for expedition use but is not too large for 
weekend trips. 
Model 501 frame with *80 bag. Includes waist strap. 
Price: $43-40 (excise tax included). Postage additional. 
Send for free 48-page illustrated catalog of mountain-
eering .and camping equipment. 

THE SKI HUT 
1615 University Avenue 

Berkeley, California 
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MOUNTAINEERING 

among the clubs  

Mountaineering Club of Alaska 

Snowshoe and ski trips are highlight-
ing the winter activities of the Mountain-
eering Club of Alaska, with headquarters 
in Anchorage. President Howard A. 
Schuck says that there was a good turn-
out at the December meeting of the MCA 
even though temperatures of 30 to 40 
below zero prevailed that night. 
To- encourage their members to use 

black-and-white film for shots that can 
be used in publicity write-ups of the 
club's activities, the club recently voted 
to reimburse members for cost of film, 
developing and enlarging such black-
and-white prints. 

Loma Prieta Chapter 

A new method for detecting the where-
abouts of snow avalanche victims is 
reported in the news bulletin of' the 
Loma Prieta Chapter of the Sierra Club. 
Key to the method is the Magnetometer, 
a product of the fertile mind of Russell 
Varian, former Chairman of the Chapter. 
Briefly, the system involves detecting 
an anamoly in the earth's magnetic field 
caused by a small permanent magnet on 
the person of the avalanche victim. 

Loma Prieta Chapter has appointed a 
committee to follow the progress and 
assist in this development. 

San Diego Mountaineering School 

For the purpose of educating its mem-
bers and the general public in the tech-
niques of safe mountaineering, the San 
Diego Chapter of the Sierra Club has 
just concluded its Sixth Annual Basic 
Mountaineering Course in the Southern 
California city. 

Co-sponsored by the San Diego City 
Park and Recreation Department, the 
course included a series of eight lec-
tures dealing with clothing and equip-
ment, weather, map reading and compass, 
alpine camping and cooking, first aid, 
rock climbing, rope handling, and snow 
and ice techniques. The course also in-
cluded four field trips. 

Colorado Mountain Club 

Members of the Colorado Mountain Club 
are planning a spring outing for the week 
of March 31 to April 8 that will involve 
skiing or snowshoeing six miles in to 
base camp at the Lindley Hut in the 
Ashcroft vicinity. 

Food and supplies are to be brought in 
by dogsled. Activities will range from 
trips for the valley-hound, the snowshoer, 
and the mountaineer who wants the thrill 
of climbing 13,000-foot peaks in the 
winter time. 

Scouts-Campers-Fishermen-Hunters 
Backpacker s-Mountaineer s-Climber s 

BASIC 

The only book of its kind, 
designed to provide the basic 

knowledge necessary to travel 
safely in the mountains and the 
desert. Presented in a concise, 
illustrated, highly readable form. 

$2.00 a copy-or quantity rates. 
Sierra Club, San Diego Chapter B 
P. 0. B. 525 San Diego, California 
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"MOUNTAINEERING: The Freedom 
of the Hills" —A factual and com-
prehensive book representing years 
of mountaineering experience, pub-
lished by The Mountaineers, Seattle, 
Washington. A valuable book for the 
novice or expert mountaineer. 

$7.80, Postpaid 
(Washington residents, add tax) 

The Mountaineers, Dept. B, P.O. 

Box 122, Seattle 11, Washington 

It's Easy! 

to subscribe to 

"Summit" 
Jot down your name and address on a 

postcard, address it to SUMMIT, Big 

Bear Lake, California... 

The current issue will be mailed you 

immediately—and a statement later. 

RATES: Only S4.00 per year 

SUMMIT • Big Bear Lake, California 
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National Parks 

Association Leads 

Rainbow Bridge Fight 

When you visit Rainbow Bridge Na-
tional Monument in Utah in a few years, 
will you find the fluctuating water of 
Glen Canyon Dam there? 
If reservoir water is backed up into 

the Monument it will clearly be a viola-
tion of the Colorado River Storage Act 
of 1956 that says: 

"It is the intention of Congress that 
no dam or reservoir constructed under 
the authorization of this Act shall be 
within any national park or monument. 

"The Secretary of the Interior shall 
take adequate protective measures to 
preclude impairment of the Rainbow 
Bridg National Monument." 
Chances are if you don't find the silt-

laden water of Lake Powell backed up 
into the monument it will be because of 
the efforts of the National Parks Asso-
ciation, who are urging the appropriation 
of funds to build protective dams at 
either Aztec or Bridge Canyons. 
In the February issue of National Parks 

Magazine, published monthly by the 

National Parks Association, the sched-
ule for the filling of Lake Powell will 
begin on January 1, 1963, with the 
reservoir level reaching the proposed 
Aztec Creek damsite in May of 1963, 
Bridge Creek damsite in May, 1964, and 
the boundary of Rainbow Bridge National 
Monument in June, 1966. 

If necessary, the National Parks Asso-
ciation proposes to initiate injunction 
proceedings to defer filling of Lake 
Powell until protection is accorded. 

Another article in the February issue 
National Parks Magazine that you would 
be interested in reading is "The Prairie 
National Park" by E. Raymond Hall, a 
good description of the new proposed 
park with pictures and maps. Well worth 
the price of $5, a subscription to 
National Parks Magazine will also aid 
in helping to protect our national parks 
and monuments. The address is National 
Parks Association, 1300 New Hampshire 
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 

Grand Teton National Park 

Registration for mountain climbing in 
Grand Teton National Park during 1961 
totaled 1,021 climbers—an increase of 
123 individual climbers over the 1960 
season, which was the previous all-time 
high registration. A total of 1,893 indi-
vidual climbers attained summits which 
indicates some climbers scaled more 
than one. Climbing began in late May 
and continued until mid-September. 

Eight climbing accidents were reported 
to Park Rangers including one fatality. 
Superintendent Bill stressed that all 
climbing off the regular trails is under 
the supervision of the Park Rangers and 
that all climbers must register at one 
of the Park Ranger Stations before any 
climbing is permitted. 
The last of the hiking trails to be 

opened to the public was made available 
on July 28 when snow was removed from 
a section of a high trail on Paintbrush 
Divide. From the records in trail regis-
tration boxes, approximately 10,000 
hikers used baclecountry trails. 

Summit Reviews 

Wilderness: America's Living Heritage, 
The Sierra Club, 1050 Mills Tower, San 
Francisco 4, California. $5.75. 

Edited by David Brower, this book re-
sulted from the Seventh Biennial Wilder-
ness Conference held in the spring of 
1961, when some of the nation's best 
thinkers on wilderness were brought to-
gether for a series of speeches and dis-
cussions. 

Contributors include such well-known 
persons as Stewart L. Udall, Secretary 
of the Interior, Justice William 0. Doug-
las,Sigurd Olson, Wallace Stegner, Paul 
B. Sears, Howard Zahniser, and many 
others. The result is not only a very 
readable book on wilderness, but a fine 
reference work on conservation. 

You'll enjoy reading Wilderness: Amer-

ica's Living Heritage. The book con-
tains 205 pages and is illustrated with 
26 varnished halftone illustrations by 

Philip Hyde. 
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ORDER 
TODAY DIRECT 

FROM THIS AD 
S/B Comp (2to3 lb) 

$3.00 Postpaid 
S/B Comp (4 to  5 lb) 

$4.00 Postpaid 
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1/2  

Money Back Guarantee 

Budd Davis 1150 No. 205th 

Packs Seattle 33, Washington 

"YCD-C.TIR- 

Dear Editor: 
I found Helga Bading's article, "Why 

Snowshoeing?" interesting, but I would 
like to say that in soft snow, newly 
fallen, one does not "shuffle along, sort 
of dragging the shoes, rather just as in a 
normal 'walk." If one should doubt my 
word, I would suggest trying to shuffle 
along, sort of dragging the shoes— sink-
ing six and seven inches—through soft 
snow. The shuffle—if one can call it 
that appropriate when traveling over 
hard snow, but in soft snow the shoe is 
lifted intently—a slight lift and forward 
swing—and for readily apparent reasons. 

As Mrs. Bading has indicated, a var-
iety of snowshoes have been devised 
with various purposes in mind. No one 
shoe will do all jobs equally well. The 
large hunting-type shoe she uses is, as 
she writes, for use in deep snow, while 
the "Bear Paw" snowshoe (egg-shaped 
and without tail) was designed—and put 
to good purpose—for heavy brush. In the 
Canadian north the Indian uses a small  

shoe—similar to our "Michigan" shoe 
—of about three-foot length for use on 
hard, wind-crusted snow. Perhaps, as a 
point of interest, I might add that the 
Indians do not use a leather harness but 
rather use ordinary lamp wick. Lamp 
wick makes a good, pliable harness, 
especially good for use with the five-
inch moosehide moccasin. Lamp wick 
has one disadvantage, however; it is 
difficult to kick the shoe loose should 
one go through thin ice during lake or 
river travel—the common route of travel 
in the north, where possible. 

Why snowshoes? Because I know of 
few things more satisfying than snow-
shoes biting softly into the cushioning 
snow. Moo-na-wa-o (he digs it), as the 
Cree would say with compelling conserv-
atism. More apparently, because it gets 
you there as nothing else will through 
soft snow. 

George W. Bauer 
Crystall Falls, Michigan  

Dear Editor: 
In the past two issues, letters have 

appeared suggesting that any number of 
magazines exist devoted to the interests 
of the mountain hiker. Would the writers 
care to be more specific? 

As for the content of Summit, its mast-
head seems quite clear: "A monthly 
publication dedicated to those who love 
the mountains. . . intended to be of 
interest to backpackers, climbers and 
skiers. . ." And so it is. Now, if the 
hook and ladder artists enjoy running 
about with their pants full of iron, surely 
it would be uncharitable to begrudge 
them the pleasure. But if they imagine—
as Mr. Davis apparently does—that they 
constitute a majority, or even a signifi-
cant numerical minority, of those who 
love the mountains and who find spirit-
ual repletion in spending time there, 
they're barking up the wrong couloir. 
Quite possibly, there may not even be 
enough to support a rigidly specialized 
journal; which in turn may have some-
thing to do with Summit's editorial pol-
icies.. . 

Mrs. Stoyer wants to know what to do 
about toddlers in canoes. By all means 
take them along—but stay out of white 
water and teach the little wretches how 
to swim. They'd love it, and ought to 
know anyway. Perhaps the light tie-on 
life preservers, now commonly used in 
other small craft, would be useful here 
also. 

Parke S. Barnard 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Editor: 
As an ardent skier of many years, I 

agree with Helga Bading that snowshoes 
have their place in the mountains. They 
are especially good with heavy packs 
and in heavy timber with a light snow 
fall. 

I would suggest that snowshoes be 
used on the West Buttress route on 
McKinley to the 14,000-foot basin. 
Heavy fresh snows seriously inconveni-
enced the rescue party on the Day 
Rescue when a party who had cramponed 
up from 11,000 found heavy deep snow 
blocked their return route after a typical 
artic storm struck. 

Paul M. Williams 
Seattle, Washington 
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—to meet your toughest demand— 

HOLUBAR 

CIIROMOLY ANGLE PITONS 

(none finer!) 

and 

TIMBERLINE SLEEPING BAGS 

(made to your special wishes!) 

—catalog on request— 

Boulder Colorado 

* 
Among Our Services 

Climbs of Mt. Rainier, Baker, Hood, Shuksan, Olympus and all 

other Cascade peaks. 

* Snow, ice, and rock climbing schools 

1962 Mount Rainier Climbing Seminar 
Two Five-day Sessions at 10,000-foot Camp Muir 

July 20-24 

GUEST INSTRUCTORS 

DEE MOLENAAR 

PETE SCHOENING 

OME DAIBER 

and regular Rainier guides 

INCLUDING 

basic climbing school review 

advanced ice climbing instruction 

crevasse rescue techniques 

mountain rescue training 

climb of MOUNT RAINIER 

All expense package holiday including food, climbing equipment, 

instruction and climb of Mount Rainier via "interesting routes" 

. . .$95. Limit 20 persons each session. Arrangements may be 

made for wives and guests. 

* * * 

Write for brochure and reservations. 

DICK McGOWAN, CHIEF GUIDE OWNER 

RAINIER GUIDE SERVICE & MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL 

19828 — 80th Place West, Edmonds, Washington 

Dear Editor: 

In answering Betty & Bud Howick's 

letter, page 22 of the January issue, just 

for the record the following are the 

official names and heights of Southern 

California's highest mountains: 

Mountain Old Elev. Revised 

San Gorgonio Mountain 11,485 11,502 

San Jacinto Peak 10,805 10,831 

San Bernardino Peak 10,630 10,624 

San Antonio Peak 10,080 10,059 

The last may be revised again. 

There's no rhyme or reason to why 

three are officially called "peaks" and 

one "mountain," but that's the way it 

is and we can't change it. 

San Antonio has been called familiarly 

"Old Baldy" or "Baldy" for many years 

and is acceptable as a nickname. But 

the hybrid term "Mt. Baldy" makes us 

old-timers shudder and cringe as much 

as "Frisco" disturbs residence of the 

Bay City. 

The Howicks in their letter give the 

height of San Bernardino East Peak as 

10,666 feet. The revised figures are 

10,691 feet. 

Weldon F. Heald 

Tucson, Arizona 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

MOUNTAINEERING SUPPLY: Black's 

sleeping bags, Optimus stoves, Fritsch 

and Stubai iron, Beardmore dehydrated 

foods, Eureka tents, Zedo packs, etc. 

Send for catalog, 897 St. David's Lane, 

Schenectady, New York. 

PACK TRIPS by burro with Snowmass 

Wilderness Guide Service, P.O. Box 446, 

Aspen, Colorado 

THE DOLT HUT is going out of busi-

ness. No orders accepted after January 

31, 1962. The Dolt. 

Expandable ALUMINUM PACKFRAME 

KIT. America's newest design. No weld-

ing used. Free information. Dealer in-

quiries. NORMAN'S, Box 605, Sunnyvale, 

California. 

Dear Editor: 

I'm sure that others were as interested 

in the article on the 1963 Everest Ex-

pedition in your December issue as I 

was. Many of us will be following the 

planned time schedule when the time 

comes. It seems to me that you omitted 

an important point by not enclosing a 

map of the route to go along with the 

time schedule. Could this be remedied 

in a later issue? 
C. R. Shultz 

Pullman, Washington 

Dear Editor: 

On page 4 of the November issue there 

is a picture of a cyclist (Author), cap-

tioned "Author studies Snow Dome from 

north of Sunwapta Pass." The full page 

picture on page 5 shows Mt. Athabaska. 

My 20/20 vision tells me both are of Mt. 

Athabaska. Correct? If not, Snow Dome 

has really changed. 

James A. Sargent, M.D. 

Visalia, Calif. 

The Wild Cascades•  

Monthly newsletter of the 

North Cascades Conservation Council 

"To secure the support of the people and 

the government in the protection and 

preservation of scenic, scientific, wild-

life, wilderness, and outdoor recreational 

resource values in the North Cascades.." 
$2.00 per year 

Rt. 2, Box 6652 Free sample copy 

Issaquah, Washington on request 
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Where Experts 
Come 

to Buy 
Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

R ecteettiootae Eguiftateat 7ue. 
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST., SEATTLE 1, WASH. 
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MAN'S ADAPTATION TO COLD 
continued from page three 

sleeping bag, or down parka! By shelters, clothing, and 
acquired behavior patterns, we essentially place our 
bodies in mild environments, within the range of the reg-
ulatory system. 

There are also many poorly understood phenomena 
which, in the aggregate, probably are quite significant. 
For example, campers with minimal sleeping gear can, 
after several weeks of acclimatization, sleep perfectly 
well while shivering all night long 4- - sleep, of course, 
being prerequisite for all our conscious functions. 

Limits of Adaptation 
The Terra del Fuego Indians lived happily and health-

ily, almost without clothing, in a damp climate having 
average annual temperatures in the forties. Charles 
Darwin reported: ". . .a woman, who was suckling a re-
cently-born child, came one day alongside the vessel, and 
remained there out of mere curiosity, whilst the sleet 
fell and thawed on her naked bosom, and on the skin of 
her naked baby! . . .At night, five or six human beings, 
naked and scarcely protected from the wind and rain of 
this tempestous climate, sleep on the wet ground coiled 
up like animals. . . A small family of Fuegians. . . joined 
our party round a blazing fire. We were well clothed, and 
though sitting close to the fire were far from too warm; 
yet these naked savages, though further off, were ob-
served, to our great surprise, to be streaming with per-
spiration.. ." 5' 

Darwin's visit was in the southern hemisphere's sum-
mertime! 

From a combination of cultural modes, the requirements 
of social living, the desire to conform, and the ease of 
seeking shelter, few people in our country experience the 
climatic stresses that even our forefathers commonly  

experienced and accepted. Not being stressed, we don't 
adapt. 

Exposure can be increased by regularly over- or under-
dressing. A friend and I were surprised to find we readily 
adapted to walking around campus in shirtsleeves at 32 
degrees, and to zero with a wind-breaker. Such gimmicks 
are useful to mountaineers, since moderately full accli-
matization takes a week, by which time many trips are 
over. 

Looking Back 

We have learned that heat is continuously produced by 
the body, and that the rate of heat production can be in-

creased only by muscular action, which is limited by 
fatigue. Heat loss can be greatly increased, provided the 
air is dry, but can be decreased only moderately by circu-
latory changes. In extreme environments, survival and 
comfort depend more on knowledge, intelligence, experi-
ence, and equipment than on physiological adjustments. 
One can train himself to endure greater hardships, but 
the forces in our society that prevent such training are 
forceful in the aggregate. 
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I Gerry Himalayan Jacket 

BECAUSE IT'S THERE!" 

says A. Yeti, silent member of numerous Himalayan Expeditions. 

(he's smiling) 

Gerry down insulated jackets are there wherever mountaineers want the finest in warm, light weight clothing. 

Write for free catalog. Inc. 

P.O. Box 910 

Boulder, Colorado 



what's like a 

feather? 

why, a kelty pack 

of course, in comparison 

to the heavy, old-fashioned 

rucksack. 

the kelty pachframe 

is scientifically designed 

and contoured 

so that the major portion of 

the weight is  carried 

on the hips. 

the kelty pack 

is available in two models—

mountaineer & backpacker. 

small, medium, 

large and extra large. 

for illustrative folder 

write: 

A.I. KELTY MFG. CO. 
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